RTI OFFICER
POWER GRID AUTHORITY OF INDIA LIMITED
SAUDAMANI, PLOT NO-2, SECTOR-29
GURGAON-122001, HARYANA

CIN NO: L74999HR2002PLC034805
Email: info@a2zemail.com
DATED: 01/08/2014

SUB: INFORMATION UNDER RTI ACT 2005 REGARDING ACCIDENTS DURING CONSTRUCTION STAGE SINCE 01/01/2013 TO 30/06/2014 IN PGCIL.
DEAR SIR,

UNDER RTI ACTS THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION MAY PLEASE BE PROVIDED:

1) DETAILS OF TOTAL ACCIDENTS OCCURRED DURING LAST 2 YEARS, MONTH WISE & CONTRACTOR WISE IN WHICH DEATH OF ANY CONTRACTORS LABOUR/EMPLOYEE HAD TAKEN PLACE DURING CONSTRUCTION STAGE INCLUDING INTIMATION ON NUMBERS OF DEATH IN THE ACCIDENT ALONG WITH DATE OF ACCIDENT.
2) RULE FOR NOT AWARDING THE FUTURE CONTRACT IF ANY DEATH TAKEN PLACE DURING CONSTRUCTION STAGE DUE TO ACCIDENT AS AVAILABLE IN THE BIDDING DOCUMENTS.
3) DATE OF START OF SUCH RULE IF ANY FOR NOT AWARDING ANY FUTURE CONTRACT IN THE EVENT OF DEATH DURING CONSTRUCTION STAGE.
4) HOW MANY CONTRACTORS ARE DEBARRED TILL DATE BY NOT AWARDING ANY FUTURE CONTRACT DUE TO ACCIDENTS AT THEIR SITE, SUCH CONTRACTS DETAILS IN WHICH THEY HAVE NOT BEEN CONSIDERED FOR AWARD?
5) COPY OF ACCIDENT REPORTS WHERE 2 OR MORE THEN 2 PERSONS HAVE DIED IN ONE ACCIDENT DURING CONSTRUCTION STAGE OF ANY EPC CONTRACTOR IN A CALENDER YEAR FROM JAN’13 TO JUNE’ 14.

IN VIEW OF ABOVE, AS PER PROVISIONS OF THE RTI ACT, WE MAY PLEASE BE GIVEN THE ABOVE INFORMATIONS ALONG WITH PHOTO COPY OF THE ACCIDENT REPORTS FOR THE CONSTRUCTION WORK IN PGCIL.

AS PER PROVISION OF THE RTI ACT, WE ARE ENCLOSING HEREWITH POSTEL ORDER OF Rs 10/- IN FAVOUR OF PGCIL AS FEE FOR PROVIDING RTI INFORMATION AS PER GOVERNMENT POLICY/NORMS OF GOVT OF INDIA.

THANKING YOU,

YOURS FAITHFULLY

(A. K. BAJAJ)
C.E.O. (TRANSMISSION)

ENCL: POSTEL ORDER NO 70C 414123 AND 70C 414124 BOTH DATED 09/07/2014 FOR Rs 5/- EACH (TOTAL Rs 10/-) IN FAVOUR OF PGCIL IN ORIGINAL.